Starts Sept. 30!

FREE for girls 8 and under.
20-Week Hockey
Development Clinic

Learn to Play and Love Hockey!
Our 2018-2019 Learn to Play Clinic is a great way to try hockey in a safe and fun environment. Our
experienced coaches use USA Hockey's American Developmental Model (ADM) to design a program
focused on individual growth and the opportunity to perform in a team-like setting.

Participants of all abilities will learn skating and hockey fundamentals through a variety of engaging
drills, games, and scrimmages. No experience is necessary.

What

Register online today as space is limited!

Sand Sharks

Junior Sharks

Ages 3-10

Ages 11+

20-Week Hockey
Development Clinic

When
Sept. 30 - Feb. 24
Sunday Afternoon, 1 Hour

Who

Girls Wanting to Learn to
Play the Game of Hockey

Where
Patsy DiLungo Ice Rink
East Haven

Register quickly, space is limited!
Visit shorlelinesharkshockey.com or email info@shorelinesharkshockey.com

Lace up the Skates
with the Shoreline Sharks
As the fastest growing and largest girls-only youth hockey program
in Southern CT, we are passionate about sharing our love of ice
hockey with girls of all ages and abilities.

We offer a range of development-focused programming designed
to give girls a chance to try, learn and ultimately play on a team:

Try Hockey for Free Events
Fall & Winter
Those curious about hockey are invited on the ice for
FREE open skates. Coaches organize stations to give
participants a sense of the sport. Minimal equipment is
needed. Check our website for details and dates.

Learn to Play Hockey Clinic
September - February

Seasoned coaches teach hockey and skating
fundamentals over 20 weeks. Expect individual growth
in a fun, team setting. Skating experience is not
necessary. Girls 8 and under are FREE!

Travel Teams
September - March

With multiple levels of play at all ages (U8 - U19), we offer
options for new-to-the-sport and top-tier hockey players.
Weekly practices, games, dedicated skill sessions and

Parent Comments
"As a coach in other organizations, the Sharks
know how to run their programs. Everyone has
made us feel very welcome and part of
something really special. In addition to the
level of comfort, their ability to get kids that
have never skated to perform at such a high
level is uncanny. After our first year, my 6
year-old daughter is hooked. She repeatedly
asks when the season starts. And the best
part, I now have a buddy to watch the NHL
playoffs. Thanks Shoreline Sharks!"
Paul Marciniak, Guilford
Sand Shark Parent & Volunteer Coach
"As a 14-year-old, our daughter showed an
interest in pursuing hockey. Nolan participated in
the 'Learn to Play' clinic targeted at older girls. It
was a success. She fell in love with the sport,
learned the fundamentals, and with her devotion
and hard work - made a travel team! Over the
past year, we've seen her energy, enthusiasm,
and confidence soar as she's found her passion."
Marc Brustman, North Branford
Junior Shark Parent
"My 7 year-old loves this clinic! The coaches take
time to really get to know the girls, letting them
progress at their own speed. The player
volunteers add a great dynamic - patient and
supportive while being role models."
Victoria Schunmann, Wallingford
Sand Shark Parent

tournaments reinforce our development-first focus.

Success for us is measured in smiles and seeing that boost of
confidence as the girls achieve things they never thought
possible. We strive to create a positive experience that builds
character and memories.

Why not give hockey a try?

Shoreline Sharks, a non-profit youth hockey association, offers developmental and competitive programs for girls ages
3 - 19 that foster teamwork, skill building, and passion for the game in a fun and challenging environment.

